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IFS Cruiser Tablet User Guide
Introduction
Cruiser Tablet software is used for the collection of timber cruise data using a Windows based tablet.
It has been designed to work with IFS’s Cruiser Desktop software and CruiseComp software suite. Its
functionality is similar to IFS’s Cruiser Mobile software, but it has a much different look in order to take
advantage of the larger screen and the Windows 7 and 10 Operating Systems.
Cruiser
Mobile

Cruiser
Desktop

Cruiser
Tablet

CruiseComp

Key features
Cruiser Tablet has 4 main tabs located at the top left of every screen, Files (home screen), Projects,
Plots and Trees. This makes it easy to quickly navigate around the program. The Plots and Trees tabs are
not accessible until a Database and Project are selected.
Also, at the top of the screen is a toolbar with icons that are visible but only activated for tabs they can
be used on. Icons are displayed in colour when activated.
Settings (User Profile)
Main Toolbar
Main Tabs
Select Database
Folder

Cruiser
Database List

Help guide

Program Information

Screen Lock
Exit Program
Select User &
preferred settings
Select Backup
Folder
Disable
Back up
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In the top right‐hand corner of the screen there is a screen lock icon which can temporarily lock out the
Cruiser screen to prevent accidental entries.
Cruiser tablet has two options for automatically backing up data. First the program can back‐up data
every ten minutes as it is collected in the field. Second the program can make a new back‐up file the first
time the data is accessed each day.
Important!: It is strongly recommended to back‐up data to an SD memory card using both methods. This
gives the best guarantee that the cruise data is safe should the hardware suffer a complete failure.
Cruiser Tablet has GPS capability built in to aid in establishing cruise plots, without having to leave the
program. To achieve sub‐meter accuracy, a suitable external GPS receiver and antenna must be used.
The user must pair the tablet with the GPS receiver using Bluetooth before they can be used together.
If using GPS is not feasible, Cruiser Tablet can also be used to record bearing & distance information
when using a chain to traverse to a plot.
The screen layout is designed so the user can comfortably make inputs with their thumbs while holding
the tablet in both hands or using a stylus while holding it with one. The user can modify the keyboard
layout to further suit their needs.
Cruiser Tablet has an onscreen dynamic keyboard, which changes to display only valid input keys for the
active field. It is available on most screens throughout the program.

Compatibility
Cruiser has been tested using a Juniper Systems Mesa 2 tablet and a Geneq SxTab, both with an 8”
screen size and a 1280 x 800 resolution. It should work on any Windows tablet product that uses
Windows 7 or higher, and most screen sizes and resolutions. The user can experiment by changing the
font size under the Windows display to make the screen more readable.
If your tablet has a different size display or resolution, please call our Help Desk at 604‐730‐9131. We
can adjust the program to fit your display.
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Installation
Installation is very easy. Copy the install file supplied by IFS into a folder on your computer. Double‐click
on the file and follow the installation prompts. The program will be added into the Windows Start
Menu with the option to add a shortcut to the desktop.

Cruiser Tablet requires a key file in order to run. The first time the program is run, the user will be
prompted to create a lock file which they will need to send to IFS in order to receive a key file. Tap the
Create Lock File button and a text file called CruiserTabletLock.txt will be created. The user will be
prompted to e‐mail this file to IFS at CruiseComp@industrialforestry.ca. A key file will be created and
sent back.
When the user receives the key file from IFS, it can be placed in a folder on the device. Re‐start Cruiser
Tablet, and at the prompt, tap on the Install Key File button. Navigate to the folder containing the key
file, select it and click OK. The key file will then be installed and the program will start up.
Important! Please note the key file can only be used on the device the lock file was created on. It cannot
be used on a different device.

Connecting to a Personal Computer
An important part of using the Cruiser Programs is the ability to quickly transfer files between data
loggers and personal computers. The means of transferring files depends on the type of device and its
operating system.
To transfer files between a tablet and a desktop PC, attach a USB flash drive to the source device, copy
files on to it, then attach the drive to the destination device and copy the files over.
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Pairing a GPS Receiver with a Tablet
Before using the GPS component of the Cruiser Tablet application, the user must pair the GPS unit to
the tablet and identify the COM port used for the connection. This is done outside of Cruiser Tablet,
using Bluetooth.
The pairing procedure may vary between devices. If in doubt consult the user manual for the device.














Power up the tablet and the GPS receiver.
On the tablet go to the Windows Start menu, look for Settings and select it.
Select Devices, then select Bluetooth & other devices.
Make sure Bluetooth is switched on.
Tap Add Bluetooth or other device,
On the Add Device page tap Bluetooth.
The tablet will scan for the device. When it finds it, select it.
If a code is requested to connect the device, it can be found in the user manual for the device.
Tap connect, and then tap done.
On the Bluetooth & other devices page, scroll down to More Bluetooth options and tap on it.
Select the COM ports tab and look for the outgoing receiver
Important!: Note the COM port assigned. It will be needed when using GPS in Cruiser Tablet.
Tap OK & exit.

Quick Start


Select a database.



Select a User or create a new one using User Manager






If a New User has been created, input User Settings by tapping the Settings
icon.
Go to the Projects screen and select a project or create a new one.
Input/edit Project Settings if required.
Go to the Plots screen and select a plot from the map or plot list or create a new one.







Traverse
to the plot or navigate to it by using GPS
.
Complete the Plot Header.
Go to the Trees screen, tally trees, make notes on plot and/or trees.
When the plot is complete, validate it, sign it, return to the Plots screen and select the next plot.
When the cruising project is complete, copy the file to a desktop PC and merge into the Cruiser
Desktop app.

.
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Files Tab (Home Screen)
On the Files home screen, the user can select, create, update, or delete user profiles and databases. The
user can also enable or disable data backup.
Add/Delete databases
Validate cruise data

Plot or Tree notes

Tool bar

Screen Lock

Select User &
preferred settings

Select Database
Folder

Back‐up
options

Data Backup
To help keep valuable cruise data safe, Cruiser Tablet uses two backup methods located on the
righthand side of the screen. Active Backup backs up the data every ten minutes while data is being
collected in the field. Daily Back‐up, backups the data to a new file the first time it is accessed each day.
The user has the option to activate these methods and to decide where to save the back‐up files. It is
strongly recommended to use both methods and to save the back‐ups to an SD memory card to ensure
the safety of the data in the event of a total hardware failure.
To enable active back‐up, select a folder for the back‐up file. To enable the Daily Back‐up tap the
checkbox.
To disable active backup, just tap the X beside the dropdown box. To disable daily back‐up, tap to
uncheck the checkbox.
Tap the

icon beside either back‐up option to learn more about it.
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Select file back‐
up location

Active back‐up expla
Disable file back‐up

Daily back‐up explana
Daily file
back‐up

Tool Bar
The Tool Bar displays icons on all tabs. However, they are only activated for tabs they can be used on.
Icons are displayed in colour when activated. To see what an icon does, press and hold it until a square
appears around it. Release it and the icon name will pop up.
Main Toolbar

Validate – Validates the cruise data. Available on Projects, Plots, & Trees tabs.
Notes – Add a comment regarding a plot or tree. Available on Plots & Trees tabs.
Signoff – Cruiser’s signoff for each cruise plot. Available on Plots & Trees tabs.
Settings (User Profile) – User preferences which control various aspects of the program.
Available on all tabs.
Help File – Tap to open up the Cruiser Tablet User Manual. Available on all tabs.
About – Information about the Cruiser Tablet program, including version and build number.
Available on all tabs.
Lock Screen – Locks the screen to prevent accidental input. Available on all tabs.
Exit from program. Available on all tabs.
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Locking the Cruiser Tablet Screen
To lock the Cruiser Tablet screen, tap the lock
to a green

unlock symbol.

To unlock the screen, tap the unlock

icon. The screen is minimized and the lock icon turns
Locked Cruiser Screen

icon. The screen then returns to the last location.

Create or Select a User
Select User allows the user to select or create new personalized user profiles. These profiles control how
some parts of the Cruiser Tablet program behave plus what information will be collected and displayed.
Select a user name by tapping on the name shown in the box. A list will drop down that the user can
select from.

Open User
Manager

User Dropdown
List
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To add a new user, tap on the Open User Manager icon
New User Name text box. Then tap on the Save New User

, and enter a unique new User Name in the
icon to add it to the list. Tap the OK

icon to save the change and exit the User Manager. Tapping the
without saving the change.
Input new
user name

Add new user

icon will exit the User Manager

Save and exit
Exit without saving
Copy selected user
settings to new user

User list
Delete user

Tab keys

To copy the settings from an existing User Name profile to a New User, tap an existing User Name from
the User Name list to select it. Tap on the New Cruiser Name box and enter a new unique name. Tap
the

icon, then tap Yes to copy the source attributes over to the New User Name.

Tap the Save and Exit

icon to save it and return to the Files screen.

The User settings can now be set or modified by tapping the Settings

icon.
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To delete a user, tap on the Open User Manager icon
, select the User Name, then tap the Delete
icon, and tap yes when prompted to confirm the delete.

To cancel the operation, tap the Cancel

icon.

User Settings are stored in a file separate from the Project Database so they can be assigned to any
Project in any database stored on the tablet. See the Projects section for more details.

User Settings
User Settings include general settings that control how the program works, a customizable tree species
list, selecting certain tree attributes that will or will not be visible, cruiser info, and user grades. They are
accessible from all parts of the program for easy editing.
Important!: Some User Settings are dependent on the Jurisdiction, so the Project Settings need to be
completed before the User Settings.
Tap the Settings

icon to access the User Settings.
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General Settings Tab
Items on the General tab, control how certain aspects of the program behave. Tap to check or uncheck
each setting.
Cruising jurisdiction
Delete permissions
User Settings
name

Automatic
decimal point
placement
Select direction
for tabbing

Jurisdiction determines if Coastal or Interior cruising rules will apply.
The Allow user to delete databases, projects and plots settings are user permissions, which control
whether a user can remove databases, projects or plots from the tablet. If unchecked the user cannot
delete a database, project and/or plot. This can be used to protect a database, project or plot, from
accidental deletion.
Important!: Be very careful when these options have been selected. The user will be prompted to
confirm the deletion, but once it is done the deletion is permanent.
When Automatically format height(m) & DBH(cm) is selected the program automatically inserts a
decimal point so the number entered is to the nearest 1/10th. If either is not selected then the user must
manually input the decimal point.
When Automatically format slope distance(m) is selected, the program automatically inserts a decimal
point so the number entered is to the nearest 1/100th. If it is not selected then the user must manually
input the decimal point.
When Automatically tab right on grids and forms is selected, the cursor automatically tabs to the next
field to the right when a fixed length field is completely filled in. When it is unchecked, the user must tap
the next field to be entered.
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Accept or
cancel changes

Automatically
calculates plot
height (header)
1st attribute to enter
when adding trees
to a plot

Validation
configuration

When Confirm before deleting tree is selected, the program requires the user to confirm a tree deletion
before removing it from the data.
When Automatically calculate plot height using tree data is selected, the plot height in the plot header
is recalculated every time a new tree height is entered.
When adding tree select: determines the default field for the cursor when a new tree is added to the
plot. The user can select Height, Species or DBH as the first field for each new tree.
Validate plot on leaving requires a validation when exiting the plot.
Validate plot on signing requires a validation before accepting a plot sign off.
Tap

to save when selections are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Tree Species Tab
The Tree Species tab allows the user to create a customized species list to be used while timber cruising.
Only the selected tree species will show up on the keypad when the user is ready to input the species.
The user should select all species anticipated to be encountered in the field and add them to the
Selected Species list. This streamlined list makes it quicker and easier to find a species while making
entries in the field. The user can come back at anytime to update the list if a new species is
encountered.
Move species
to selected list

Available
species list

Selected species list

Sort selected
species

Remove species
from list

Inserts species above where cursor is
located in selected species list
On the Tree Species tab, tap on a tree species in the Available Species list, then tap the move species
button to bring it over to the Selected Species list, or just double tap on the species to move it over. Use
the sorting arrows
to move the species up or down the list.
Use the Insert species at cursor checkbox to insert tree species immediately above the cursor in the
Selected Species list.
Tap on the Delete
Tap

icon to remove a tree from the Selected Species list.

to save when selections are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Tree Columns Tab
The Tree Columns tab has four sub‐tabs. Each has a list of check boxes which determine which
attributes will be displayed on the Trees tab. To show attributes on the cruise card, the user can tap
individual check boxes, tap the select all

icon or clear select

icon.

Grades Tab
The Grades tab contains settings for Cruiser Called Grade cruises.

Select which attributes
to use for CGNF
Save changes or
cancel

Use drop down
lists to determine
how many grades
to show

Mature/Second Growth and Live/Dead attributes are normally used for BC coastal call grading
compilations. Select either checkbox when applicable by tapping on it.
Number of Alpha Grades and Number of User Grades determine how many grades are displayed on the
Trees Tab. Select the number of grades to show on the Trees tab from the drop‐down list. The user can
always add more grades to the screen. The maximum is twelve for each type.
Tap

to save when entries are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Pathology Tab
The Pathology tab determines which tree pathologies will be displayed on the Trees tab. To show
pathological indicators on the cruise card, the user can tap individual check boxes, tap the select all
icon or clear selection

icon.
Select all

Clear selection

Select which
attributes to show

Tap

to save when entries are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Quality Tab
The Quality tab determines which log quality attributes will be displayed on the Trees screen. To show
attributes on the cruise card, the user can tap individual check boxes, tap the select all
selection

icon or clear

icon.

Select which
attributes to show

Tap

to save when entries are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Damage Tab
Damage determines which tree damage attributes will be displayed on the Trees screen. To show
attributes on the cruise card, the user can tap individual check boxes, tap the Select all
selection

icon, or Clear

icon.

Select which
attributes to show

Tap

to save when selections are complete or tap

to cancel.
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Cruiser Info Tab
The Cruiser Info tab contains the information fields used to identify the personnel involved with the
cruising project. This information includes the Cruiser’s name & accreditations, plus the names of any
assistants, and an endorser.
The user, normally the person who will be responsible for signing off on the cruise plots, is selected on
the User Manager screen (see User Manager). Once this has been done then the Cruiser Info can be
entered here under the user’s name.
Fill in the Cruiser Name, any Designations, plus any additional information. Tap the freehand signature
window and sign as one would normally do.

Free hand
signature screen

To remove the signature, tap the

icon.

This information will be used by the cruiser to sign off on a cruise plot when it is completed.
Tap

to save when entries are complete or tap

to cancel.
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User Grades Tab
The User Grades screen contains the specifications for user defined grades when they will be used in a
cruising project. They can be entered in the attribute boxes located in the top half of the screen or in
the User Defined Grade table just above the keyboard.

Enter
preferred
length here

Add/Remove preferred
lengths to/from list

User Grade and
description

Cancel changes

Species List
Preferred
Lengths List

Select/Deselect all

User Defined
Grades table

Add or Delete User
Defined Grades
Tab through
rows

First enter all possible preferred lengths in the Length box at the top of the Lengths section, & tapping
after each one to add it to the Preferred Length list. To remove one, select it and tap

.

Next, build each User Defined Grade. Tap the Add
icon beside User Defined Grades table. A new
row shaded red will appear in the table. The user can then tap the Grade ID box or double tap on the
Grd field in the table. Enter the Grade, then tap the Grade Description and complete it.
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For each grade entered, check off all applicable species, and all applicable preferred log lengths. If there
are minimum and maximum lengths, check off Use random lengths or Rnd then enter them in the
Min/Max boxes on the far right of the screen. To select all species or all preferred lengths, tap the
Select all
icon. To clear any selection, tap the Clear selection
the row will turn white.

icon. Once the grade is complete

Repeat the above for each User Defined Grade.
To remove a grade from the User Defined Grade list, tap on it and tap the delete
When all the User Defined Grades have been added to the list tap the
To cancel the entire User Defined Grade operation, tap the Cancel

icon.

icon to save it.
Icon in the top right‐hand corner.

If a user defined grade is incomplete, it will remain shaded red. The program will not allow the user to
exit the User Grade tab until all User Grades have been completed.
Allow random
lengths

Show only the User
Defined Grades table
Save changes

Cancel changes

Set minimum and
maximum random
lengths

Scroll through
User Grades list

To hide the upper portion of the User Defined Grades screen tap the
Grades table is showing.

icon so only the User Defined
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Restore the full window

To return to the full User Grade screen tap the

icon.
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Select a Database
The most efficient method to build a Cruiser database and/or Project is to use Cruiser Desktop. Cruiser
Desktop is designed to quickly build a cruising map and plot listing into a cruising project using GIS
shapefiles. Once completed, the database can then be loaded on to the tablet using a USB key.

Add Database

Delete Database

Navigate to Db
Folder

Current Folder

Database List

If it is not possible or feasible to create a database or project using Cruiser Desktop on a PC, then it can
be created right on the tablet.
Please note Cruiser Tablet will not create a cruise project from a shapefile. Only the Cruiser Desktop
program can do this. The desktop app can be installed on the tablet to create projects using shapefiles
to a new database file.
Since both programs use the same file extension (*.ccdb) the same file is easily worked on in either
program.
To add a new database in Cruiser Tablet, tap on the Select Folder button to navigate to the database
folder. Tap OK when the target folder is located.
Tap on the

icon immediately above the Available Databases window on the Files Tab, enter a new

filename in the dialogue box, then tap the
icon to save it to the currently selected folder. The new
database will now appear in the Available Databases list.
To cancel the operation before saving it, tap on the cancel

icon.
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Backspace

Clear entry
Save entry

Delete entry

Switch to
alpha/numeric
keyboard

Switch between
upper/lower case

Once a database has been created, projects can be added on the Projects tab.
To open an existing database, navigate to the database folder as described above. Databases in the
folder are shown in the Available databases window. Tap on a database file to select it and tap on the
Projects tab to view the contents. Double tapping the file will take the user straight to the Projects tab.
To delete a database, select it and tap the
icon located above the Available Databases window. Note
Delete databases must be allowed in User Settings.
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Projects Tab
Projects are managed on the Projects tab. Here all the available projects in the current database are
displayed on the left side of the screen and Project Settings for the active project are displayed on the
right.
When the user switches from other tabs to the Projects tab, plot validation and backup status advisories
will flash in the top righthand corner of the screen.

Select a Project
To create or open a project, go to the Projects tab.
Create a project

Delete a project

User defined
Project Settings

Project List

Project Settings
w/dropdown lists
Select an
existing project

Tab keys

Change keyboard to
alpha/numeric characters

To create a New Project, tap the add
cancel

icon. The add and the delete

Change keyboard to
upper/lower case
characters

icons change to save

and

icons. A blank Project form appears on the righthand side.

To select a Project just tap on it.
To delete a Project, tap the delete

icon. Note Delete projects must be allowed in User Settings.

The Bks key is Backspace, which erases characters immediately to the left of the cursor. The Clr key
clears all characters in the active field.
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To navigate between fields, use the

or

tab keys, or tap directly on a field.

The
key switches between alpha and numeric keyboards. The
and lower‐case letters.

key switches between upper

Project Settings
A User and a Project must be selected before Project Settings can be entered.
To activate a project just tap on it.
The top six fields in the Project Settings section are user defined. Project is the project name. It is the
project identifier, so it must be unique to avoid conflicts with other projects in the database. The other
five fields are used to describe the project. They can be left blank for the moment but should be
completed before exporting the data. The lower six fields, shaded grey, are drop down lists for the user
to pick from. Starting with Jurisdiction, they must be entered in sequence, in order to display the correct
dropdown list for the next field. Use the tab right
key or the tab left
key to navigate through the
fields in the correct sequence. The user could also select fields by tapping with a finger or stylus. These
fields must be completed before entering the User Settings.
At the bottom are two checkboxes for Alpha grades, and User grades. The Alpha or User grades
checkboxes can be checked off by tapping them directly.
Call Grade
options

Tap

to save or tap

to cancel a new project.

Once a project has been saved, any edits or updates are automatically saved to it.
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Plots Tab
On the Plots Tab the user can add a new plot or select one for navigation or inputting/editing data.
On the left there are two tabs (horizontal) Plot Map, and Plot List. These are used to select the plot to
be worked on. To the right of the plot map/plot list there are four more tabs (vertical), General,
Location, BEC/FIZ, and Misc. These tabs are used to enter header and other plot information.

Plot Map
Plot Map displays the Project Cruise map. The user can tap on a plot to make it active. Then go to the
GPS tab and use it to navigate to the Plot Reference Point and then on to the Cruise Plot. The user can
also go to the Plots tab from here to input cruise data.

Validate all cruise data

Plot/Tree Notes & Sketches

Cruiser’s Signoff
Active Plot

Plot Header

Plot Map
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Plot List
Plot List contains a list of all the plots in the project. Unlike Cruiser Desktop all plots are visible in the
plot list, cruised or un‐cruised.

Cruise Plot Form
(Header)

Plot List

The Plot List contains the following fields:
Blk = Block number
Typ = Timber type number
Stp = Cruise strip number
Plt = Cruise Plot number
OC = Original/Check cruise
MC = Plot type (Measure/Count)
# = Number of merchantable trees in the cruise plot
SO = Signed off by cruiser (Y = signed off, blank – unsigned)
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Activate a Plot
Tap on a plot on the map to make it active. If the plot has not been cruised yet, the user will be
prompted to open a new cruise plot form. Tap yes to proceed or no to cancel. If yes was selected a new
plot header form opens on the righthand side of the screen.

Add a New Plot
To add a new plot, tap the
icons.
To delete a plot, tap the

Plot Map & List Tabs

icon. The Add and Delete

icons change to Save

and Cancel

icon. Note: Delete plots must be enabled in User Settings.

Add a cruise plot

Delete a cruise plot (only available when red)

Note: If a new plot has been manually added on the tablet it will not show up on the Plot Map.
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General (Header) Tab
The General tab contains fields for plot header information. Block, Plot, Type, Harv, and Slp% are
mandatory fields. When they are shaded red this indicates they are incomplete or have invalid entries.
Also, for prism or fixed area plots either BAF or Area must be completed as well. The remaining fields
are optional.
New plot selected from map or list

New Plot added

Type of
cruise plot

Tap the Null Plot, 100% Cruise, Big BAF, or Drop plot checkboxes if required.
If the Null plot checkbox is not selected on a plot with no trees, a validation error will be triggered.
Conversely, if it is checked off no trees can be entered.
A 100% Cruise is a 100% tally of all trees in the area. BAF or plot area is not required.
A Big BAF validation allows both measure and count trees on the same plot.
The Drop plot checkbox indicates that the plot is no longer part of the cruise. This normally occurs
when the plot lands outside of the block boundary. The validation routine will not check these plots.
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Location
The Location screen contains fields for plot coordinates and information for the Plot Reference point,
Tie Point, and the Reference Tree. The plot coordinates can be loaded from a GIS shapefile using Cruiser
Desktop or manually input here.
View PRP Table
GPS

The program adds PRP information when GPS is being used. It cannot be edited.
The Tie Point information is usually collected on those plots that do not use PRP located plots. Tie point
choices are normally adjacent cruise plots (Plot #) or engineering points such as falling corners (FC #),
Point of Commencement (POC #), or Station (STN #).

The Reference Tree information is input by the cruiser when the Cruise Plot is established.
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BEC/FIZ
The BEC/FIZ tab contains fields for BEC site classification and FIZ information. These are optional user
input fields.
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Misc.
The Misc. tab contains information used to describe some conditions found around the plot, plus map
and aerial photo information. These are optional fields.

Species Composition is recorded from the cruisers observations at the plot. Enter species code in order
of prevalence.
VC = Volume Code. User defined code to represent the volume estimate made by the cruiser.
Age = Age of stand. User defined code to represent the stand age estimated by the cruiser.
SI = Site Index. Add the estimated site index by plot.
Map Sheet # = BCGS map sheet number or user defined map number.
Photo # = BC Air Photo number or user defined air photo number.
Forest Cover = From BC Forest Cover Map or user defined.
Snow Depth = The snow depth at the plot center at the time of cruising.

If the wrong keyboard is showing on the screen, simply tap the
switch between alpha and numeric keyboards.

icon at the bottom of the screen to

Once the mandatory Plot Header fields are complete the user can tap the save
Trees tab or tap

icon and go on to the

to cancel it.
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Navigating to Cruise Plots
After a project and plot have been selected, the user can run a regular traverse or use GPS to navigate to
the plot.
GPS Navigation
To use GPS tap on the GPS

icon on the Plots Screen.

Important: The GPS receiver unit must be switched on and remain on while running the GPS module.
There are 4 tabs on the left side of the GPS screen, Set PRP Location, PRP Data, Satellite Map, and
NMEA Sentences.

GPS
Tabs

Exit GPS

GPS Status
Bar

To exit out of the GPS module at any time tap the Exit

icon.

Set PRP Location tab
Set PRP Location is used to navigate to and establish a Plot Reference Point. After the PRP has been
established the cruiser must use a measuring tape and compass to go the final distance to the plot
center.
Start GPS
The Start GPS section contains the GPS communication settings which are used to establish a link to the
GPS receiver unit. The user selects the Port and Baud settings, then taps the Start GPS button.
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Please note the baud rate is the speed at which the tablet and the GPS receiver communicate. The
higher the baud rate the faster the communication. Unfortunately, higher baud rates may result in
communication errors. The quality of the equipment and the cable between are factors to consider
when selecting the baud rate. The default baud rate is 9600, but the user is free to try a higher rate.
The correct communication settings can be obtained from the person who paired the GPS antenna and
the data logger or if the tablet uses Windows 7 or 10 the user can tap the Windows
icon, select
settings, select Devices (Bluetooth, printers, mouse…). Then scroll down to find More Bluetooth
options, select it and select the COM ports tab. Look for the Outgoing port that has the receiver name.
This will be the COM port that connects the tablet to the receiver.

More Bluetooth
options

Select the COM
Ports tab

Note the outgoing
port for the device
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An external GPS receiver unit and antenna are essential to achieve sub‐meter accuracy when
establishing the Plot Reference Point.
At the bottom of the screen, a status bar shows the plot coordinates being navigated to, and the GPS
connection status.

is displayed in red when the unit is not connected to the

receiver. When the Start GPS button is tapped
is displayed in green when there is a
successful connection to the GPS receiver. It may take a minute to display numeric values in the
Satellite Status section.
Set Port &
Baud Rate

Satellite Status

Start GPS
button

GPS Status Bar
When the GPS has been started the unit will begin to track satellites and collect hits.
Tap Stop GPS to disconnect from the GPS receiver.
Satellite Status
After tapping Start GPS, the unit will connect to the receiver unit and begin searching for available
satellites. The status fields will populate with number values indicating the program is working correctly.
The satellite statistics will continue to update while Start GPS is running.
When the GPS Status Bar displays
and the Total Hit Count starts to rise, the user can
start navigating to the next destination. See Current Position below.
Total Hit Count = the total number of satellite hits in this session.
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PDOP: Position Dilution of Precision is a measure of the signal geometrical strength for the satellites the
unit is able to receive at a given moment. The wider the distribution of the satellites overhead, and the
clearer the view of those satellites will result in a lower (better) PDOP. PDOP is three dimensional (x, y &
z axis).
HDOP: Horizontal Dilution of Precision is similar to PDOP except it only measures the horizontal (x & y
axis) accuracy.
Satellite #: This is the number of satellite signals the unit is receiving and processing at a given moment.
Time (UTC): This is Coordinated Universal Time, formerly known as Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time: This is the local time at which the satellite generated the signals.
The statistics from the Satellite Status indicate the accuracy of the Current Position shown immediately
to the right.
Current Position
Current Position shows the coordinates of the user’s current position. It also shows the distance and
bearing to the next cruise plot to aide in navigation.
Current Position
Distance and bearing
to selected plot
Plot center
(green dot)

Current Position
relative to plot cent
(red dot)
Set Map Scale

Along with the Current Position, the bullseye can also be used as a navigation aide. It is oriented so
North is at the top of the window. The user can change the circle radius from 50m up to 250m. When
the user is within the selected radius distance of the plot center, a red dot will appear on the screen. As
the user gets closer to the plot center, the dot will move closer. Once the user is less than 20 meters
(the orange circle) from the plot center, the tablet will start to beep and the cruiser should start looking
for a suitable Plot Reference Point. The small green dot indicates the plot center.
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The scale of the Current Position map can be changed by tapping on the Map Size dropdown list and
selecting a new scale.
Set PRP
The Set PRP section is used to collect GPS hits for the Plot Reference Point. The user should normally be
within 20 meters of the cruise plot location in order to establish a Plot Reference Point. However, the
program will allow the user to override this and establish a PRP outside of this range. Once a suitable
PRP location has been found, tap the Start PRP button. Once a satellite tally has been started, the GPS
antenna must not be moved from that spot until it has been stopped by tapping the Stop PRP button.
Otherwise, the results will be invalid.
View current
PRP hits
View PRP data
for current plot
Start collecting
PRP hits
Exit GPS
navigation

top collecting PRP hits
will auto stop at 50 hits
if all else is green

Restart PRP
Distance & bearing
to plot center

PRP Progress bar

The Set PRP section calculates statistics for the signals received to show the reliability of the GPS
coordinates for the Plot Reference Point. If the statistics are within specification, the fields will be
shaded green. If they are not they will be shaded red. If this happens, the user can tap the Restart PRP
button to reset the PRP hit collection.
Hit count: – The number of successful satellite hits. Minimum of 50 (MoF requirement).
Mean Sat #: ‐ Mean number of satellites used in the calculations. Minimum of 4 (MoF requirement).
MDH: ‐ Mean Difference of Hits is the mean of the absolute distance variation of each GPS hit or
coordinate from the plot reference point coordinates. Maximum of 1.0 (BC MoF requirement).
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PRP: ‐ Coordinates for the Plot Reference Point.
To Plot: Distance and bearing to the cruise plot.
Hit Distance: ‐ Distance of the current satellite hit from the initial satellite hit.
Mean PDOP: ‐ Is the mean PDOP for all the satellite hits collected for the PRP. See the PDOP definition
in Satellite Status. Maximum of 6.0 (BC MoF requirement).
Mean HDOP: ‐ Is the mean HDOP for all the satellite hits collected for the PRP. See the HDOP definition
in Satellite Status. Maximum of 4.0 (BC MoF requirement).
To start collecting satellite hits for the PRP, tap the Start PRP button. Any criteria that meet the data
specifications will be displayed in green. Any that do not are shown in red. When 50 satellite hits have
been achieved and all the other criteria are within specification, the user will be prompted to accept the
PRP coordinates.

If the user taps Stop PRP before the minimum 50 hits are achieved, they will be advised of this and
asked if they want to accept the results. If the user chooses to stop the collection early, a new row of
statistics will be created in the PRP table. It will be shaded red because the minimum requirements were
not met.
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PRP Hits
PRP Hits displays the distribution of satellite hits in a table and two maps. They can be used as aids to
determine the likelihood of a successful PRP establishment by GPS.
The PRP Hits Table shows the statistics of each hit as it is collected.

The PRP Hits map plots the satellite hits & the calculated location of the PRP. The position of the PRP is
recalculated with each hit, which means with more hits the closer it gets to its true position. Hits that
are clustered together close to the PRP point mean the signal is stable and can be used to establish the
PRP. If they are spread out, the user should consider delaying the collection of hits.
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The Current Hits map shows the current distribution of satellite hits. The user can tap the Clear button
to remove all the hits up to this point in time, so they can more easily see the current behavior of the
satellite signals. Once hits are clustering together, it is a good time to start collecting PRP information.

PRP Data Tab
The PRP Data tab contains the GPS statistics collected for the current Plot Reference Point. This is
different from the PRP table which contains the statistics for all plots with GPS data.

As with the PRP table if the PRP statistics collected for the plot do not meet the required specifications,
they will be shaded red.
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Satellite Map
The Satellite Map shows the location of the available satellites overhead. Each satellite is represented
by a small circle on the map. Each one has an identifying number, and colour codes indicating their
signal strengths and their ownership.

Note that some satellites are geostationary, meaning they are in a fixed location relative to the earth,
while others are constantly moving in the sky.
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NMEA Services
NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) Services contains the raw signal data received from the
available satellites. This is the data that is processed to calculate the GPS coordinates for the Cruiser
programs.

GPS Tips
GPS units require an almanac & ephemeris data, which is acquired from GPS satellites. If the GPS unit
hasn’t been used for a while, or it has been moved to a different geographic location, switch it on for
about 20 minutes before it is needed. This will give the unit time to download the most up to date
information, and reduce the Time To First Fix (TTFF).
Obstructions are the most common cause of GPS interference. Unfortunately, in forestry it is difficult to
avoid obstructions like forest canopy or mountains.
In order to improve the chances of a successful PRP establishment follow the tips below:
Keep the antenna away from your body or keep it above your head.
Look for openings in the canopy near the plot.
Avoid large objects like rocks or trees.
Monitor the PDOP and change the orientation of the antenna to lower the PDOP.
Check the Satellite map and orient the antenna slightly towards the weaker signals to improve the
PDOP.
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PRP Table
The PRP Data tab contains the GPS statistics collected for the Plot Reference Points. This table can be
printed to a PDF and sent along with the data to the MoF as proof that the PRPs were established in
accordance with MoF requirements. Print out a pdf file of the PRP table in Cruiser Desktop.
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Chaining with Traverse Notes
If GPS navigation is not feasible then the user can use the Traverse Notes function. Tap the Traverse
Notes

icon.

Traverse Notes

If there are no traverse notes in the project the user will be prompted to create a new note table.

Enter a 3 digit block name in the dialogue box that pops up to identify the traverse.

If there is a saved traverse it can be selected from the Current Block drop‐down list.

The traverse notes screen is set up in a spreadsheet style similar to a traditional hardcopy traverse card.
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The first line is a station. The first box is the Station Distance. It is the cumulative distance traversed in
meters. This value is calculated automatically. The second box is the Station Type. There is a drop‐down
list containing four choices, Plot#, FC#, POC# & STN#. Next is the Station Name. It can be alpha and/or
numeric characters. The last entry on the row is a comment about the station.
Traverse Name

1st Station
Station distance

Select Station
Type

Traverse segment
Next Station

The next row contains details about the segment between stations. These include Bearing, Horizontal
Distance, % Slope, & Slope Distance. Slope Distance is automatically calculated from the Horizontal
Distance & the % Slope.
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Select block

Create new
traverse

Rename
traverse

Delete
traverse

Traverse
segment

To create a new traverse, tap the New button and enter a new unique 3 digit block name.
To rename a traverse, tap the Rename button, and enter the new name.
To delete a traverse, tap the Delete button and tap Yes when prompted or No to cancel.
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To add a new segment to the traverse, tap the Add segment
bottom of the traverse.

icon. This adds a new row at the

To insert a new segment in between two other segments tap on the station or segment immediately
before the spot the new segment is to be inserted, then tap the Insert
added after the currently selected station or segment.

icon. A new segment will be

To delete a segment, tap on the segment Bearing, HD, Slope % or SD. Then tap the
segment will be removed and the traverse distance will be recalculated.

icon. The

Add segment
Insert segment
Delete segment

Close w/out
saving
Save & close
To save and close Traverse Notes tap the
To close with out saving any changes tap the

icon.
icon.
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Plot Notes Screen
The notes screens are used to make comments about plots and/or trees. There is also a screen to add
sketches if necessary. To access the Notes and Sketch screen tap the Notes
toolbar.

icon on the main

Notes

Plot & Tree Notes
The Plot Notes screen and the Tree notes screens are essentially identical.
Add new note
Note Tabs

Sketch

Delete selected note
Edit Note

Keyboard
On/Off
Toggle

Save and exit
Edit Standard Notes

Exit w/o saving
changes.

Enter notes
here.
Notes saved
to here

Select drop‐
down for
standard
notes

Embedded
keyboard
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Enter notes in the note editor box (white box). When complete, tap the Add Note

icon and it will be

moved down to the Note section. To delete a note in the Note section, select it and tap the Delete
icon.
To edit a saved note, select it in the Note section, tap the Edit
Tap the Accept changes button and then tap OK
Cancel

icon then edit it in the editor box.

icon to save all changes before exiting. Tap the

icon to exit without saving any changes.

Tap on Select Standard Note to pick a note from the dropdown list.
There is a keyboard toggle on the toolbar to change the keyboard layout. Tap the keyboard
icon
to change from the default Cruiser Tablet embedded keyboard to the Windows On‐screen keyboard.
The Windows On‐screen keyboard is part of the Windows Operating System but can be used with
Cruiser Tablet. It has a number of different input configurations, most of which are not compatible with
Cruiser Tablet. The one that works with Cruiser Tablet is the standard QWERTY keyboard with numbers
along the top. This keyboard will save the user having to switch back and forth if they have a lot of
number & alpha character combinations to input. If this keyboard is not visible when switching to the
Windows On‐screen keyboard, tap on the keyboard settings icon (keyboard icon with a small cog on it)
in the top left‐hand corner of the keyboard screen. A menu with nine icons will pop up. Select the
keyboard icon in the top right‐hand corner to select the compatible keyboard.
Standard Notes
Standard notes are notes that are used frequently. Tap the Edit Standard Notes button.
Edit Standard Note
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Edit Note

Note Editor
window

The Standard Note editor works the same as the Plot/Tree Note editors. Enter a note in the editor
window then tap the
Tap the

plus sign to add the note to Standard Notes. Tap the

check mark to save and exit. Tap the

Note select the note and tap the Edit
edit then tap Accept Changes to save it.

to delete the note.

to exit without saving. To edit a saved Standard

icon. The note will appear in the edit window. Complete the

The user can also export or import all the standard notes to and from text files to share with other users.
This allows the cruisers to use the same standardized notes on any cruising project. Simply select Export
button to create a file called StandardNotes.txt and save the file to a USB drive. Then select the Import
button in another tablet to import the same set of Standard Notes. Please note, the StandardNotes.txt
file will append all the information to the tablet without erasing any standard comments that are
currently saved there.
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Import
Standard Note

Export
Standard Note

Sketch Screen
The Sketch screen allows the user to draw a diagram depicting conditions at or near the plot.
Tap the Sketch tab after accessing the Note screen.
Select ink
colour

Drawing Tool
Line Thickness

Sketch Tab

Erase Tool

Clear Drawing Tool

Save and exit

Exit w/out
saving

There are a set of drawing assist icons on the tool bar.
‐ Tap to select one of four colours to draw with.
‐ Tap to select a line thickness.
‐ Tap to select the drawing tool, touch drawing area with stylus and proceed with sketch.
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‐ Tap to select the Erase tool, tap on the line to be erased and move along it to remove it.
‐ Tap to select the Clear tool, then tap Yes when prompted to clear the drawing area.

Tap to make selections, then using the stylus or a fingertip draw a free hand sketch on the window.
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Trees Tab
The Trees tab is where the tree data is input or edited. Each row is one tree. Not all attributes are visible
at one time. The user can use the horizontal scroll to view more attributes, or jump to different sections
using the Shortcut Toolbar.
The Home, Pathology, Quality, Damage, Borderline, Age, Grades, and User Grades sections are all
colour coded and correspond to their respective shortcut buttons and the colour codes of the other
Cruiser programs.
Add a Tree
Plot and Tree Notes
Validate Plot

Tree Screen
Shortcut
Toolbar

Delete a Tree

Change Tab
Direction

Cruiser Sign off
Exit Cruiser
Change
Keyboard or
Grid Size

Borderline
out tree

Walk‐Thru Tree
Horizontal Scroll
Dynamic
Keyboard

Cursor tabs

Just below the screen tabs there is a Tree Screen Shortcut Toolbar with a row of quick navigation
buttons which allow the user to jump to the different sections of the tree attributes.
To view the Tool Tip for a button, the user can press and hold it until a small square appears around it.
The user can then release it and the button name is displayed.

Home ‐ returns the cursor to the beginning of the record.

Pathology ‐ Moves the cursor to the Pathology section
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Quality ‐ Moves the cursor to the Quality section

Damage ‐ Moves the cursor to the Damage section

Borderline trees ‐ Moves the cursor to the Borderline tree section. Input: slope distance to the
nearest one hundredth meter, slope % to the nearest percent, and enter whether the measurement is
to the Face or Centre of the tree. Cruiser Tablet will automatically put in the decimal point for the
distance. Cruiser Tablet will calculate the minimum diameter & in/out status. Out trees are visible with a
line through them.

Age ‐ Input the counted age of the tree. Cruiser Tab will calculate the corrected age, assuming
the tree age was counted at DBH.

Alpha grades ‐ (BC MoF Coastal)

User grades – User created log grades

Walk‐through trees ‐ the tree is automatically duplicated & shaded in grey.

Off Plot trees ‐ These are sample trees that are collected but aren’t part of the tree count of
the plot. The user has to input the tree #, Height, Species, DBH. The user may also input the Selection,
and Crown Class though it’s not required. The Correction and Total Age are calculated automatically.
The off‐plot sample trees count down from tree #99, 98, etc. These trees are not part of the actual
volume sample of a plot. They are used to supplement heights or ages if required. Off plot trees are
normally used when no suitable sample tree is found inside a plot.

Add tree ‐ Add a new tree

Delete tree ‐ To delete a tree tap the Delete

icon.
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= Clear, Cut, Copy & Paste commands

= Undelete tree ‐ To undo the delete operation, tap the Undelete icon. The undelete function is
not available when it is coloured grey.

= Save tree data – Automatically save tree changes every 10 entries.

Auto tab ‐ None (after data entry)
Auto tab – Right (after data entry, tab will move to the right)
Auto tab – Down (after data entry, tab will move down

= Re‐size Grid‐Row or Keyboard ‐ Select any number of different viewing sizes for the Grid or
the Keyboard. The keyboard and tree grid will automatically size the viewable screen based on the size
that is picked.

Exit Cruiser Program
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Validations
The Project Validation routine validates the data for all the cruised plots in the project. Validation looks
for missing or conflicting data and for obvious anomalies. However, validation cannot identify certain
types of errors such as if the cruiser has mistakenly entered a scar call in the fork/crook column.
Therefore, the cruiser must still use due diligence to ensure the data is correct and complete.
Validation results are classified as Errors or Warnings. Errors are issues that will prevent a compilation
from running and must be fixed. Warnings are issues that will not prevent a compilation from running
but should be reviewed by the cruiser to ensure the entries are correct.
Add a
project

Delete a
project

Project
Validation

Validate all plots in the active project manually by tapping the Validate

Exit program

icon.
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Validations can also be set to run automatically when the cruiser leaves a plot or when they are ready to
sign off on a plot. See the General tab on the User Settings screen. Validations can also be run at any
time by the cruiser.

Plot Signoff
When the plot has been completed the cruiser can tap the signoff
button. If there are still errors, a
warning will pop up, and errors will have to be addressed before continuing.

If the data is clean, the user taps the Apply User Settings
icon on the Cruiser Info screen. This fills in
the screen with the cruiser details from the User Settings. This information can be modified here if
needed.
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Fill in Cruiser
Info

By signing off on the plot, the cruiser is verifying the plot has been checked and is complete and correct.
Tap the
The

icon to save the sign off, or tap the

icon to close it with out saving.

icon clears all the entries from the Cruiser Info screen.

Data Export
Transferring a Cruiser Tablet file to a computer is simply a matter of copying the file onto a USB key
using a Windows Explorer window, then taking the key and inserting it into the computer USB port and
copying the files to the computer.
Cruiser Tablet uses the same file format as Cruiser Desktop, so there is no need to import/export or
convert a file.

Troubleshooting
If the program seems to be slow to respond, shut it down and re‐boot the tablet.
If the GPS appears to be giving incorrect coordinates or distance to the next plot, move away from any
large obstacles such as rocks, trees, or dense canopy. These may interfere with satellite signals or cause
them to bounce around, resulting in erroneous numbers.
Another possible reason for poor GPS performance is the tablet may be using the internal GPS rather
than the external receiver and antenna. Refer to the section on Start GPS to check that the unit is
connected to the correct com port.
Check that the connections between the receiver and antenna are snug.
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